Choose a supergroup  ... or ...  Build your own system

1. Console
   - WQ372 Small mobile Quick Check console with 24" monitor
   - WQ352 Quick Check embedded console components

2. Alignment Sensors
   - HE421DT Hawkeye Elite drive-through Quick Check alignment sensors
   - HE421DU Hawkeye Elite drive-under Quick Check alignment sensors
   - HE421FCM Hawkeye Elite short, fixed, cabinet-mounted Quick Check alignment sensors

3. Floor Sensors
   - QT1 Quick Tread surface-mounted drive over tread depth sensors
   - QT1F Quick Tread flush-mounted drive over tread depth sensors

Then, add accessories

- 20-2992-1 Accessory bundle Quick Check only CodeLink, tread depth tool and battery tester
- 20-2813-1 Tread depth tool
- 20-2782-1 Battery tester
- 20-2899-1 Turnkey monitor kit for Drive Under Quick Check systems. Includes 32" monitor, brackets and cables.
- 20-3082-1 Single roll-around storage cart

- 20-2946-1 USB to Cat5 Blackbox kit. Hub board to blackbox power cable, 75' bungy cable, 75' Cat5 cable, and Blackbox
- 20-3083-1 Accessory bundle Quick Tread only CodeLink and battery tester
Upgrade your existing system with additional features

Alignment Sensors

- HE421DT
  Hawkeye Elite drive-through Quick Check alignment sensors

- HE421DU
  Hawkeye Elite drive-under Quick Check alignment sensors

- HE421FCM
  Hawkeye Elite short, fixed, cabinet-mounted Quick Check alignment sensors

Floor Sensors

- QT1
  Quick Tread surface-mounted drive over tread depth sensors

- QT1F
  Quick Tread flush-mounted drive over tread depth sensors

Accessories

- 20-2992-1
  Accessory bundle Quick Check only
  CodeLink, tread depth tool and battery tester

- 20-3083-1
  Accessory bundle Quick Tread only
  CodeLink and battery tester

- 20-3082-1
  Single roll-around storage cart

- 20-2871-3
  Battery tester

- 20-2785-1
  CodeLink with pod

- 20-2782-1
  Tread depth tool

- 20-2817-1
  14.3 software upgrade

- 20-2846-1
  USB to Cat5 Blackbox kit
  Hub board to blackbox power cable, 75’ bundy cable, 75’ Cat5 cable, and Blackbox

- 20-3121-1
  QT1 angled bay kit

- 20-3125-1
  QT1F angled bay kit

- 20-2899-1
  Turnkey monitor kit for Drive Under Quick Check systems. Includes 32” monitor, brackets and cables.

- 791595
  Shure wall-mount cabinet for WQ352 console.
  Ordered through Shure
  Pictured with console installed (not included).

On Site Demos Available!
Contact your Ford Field Service Engineer and schedule yours soon!

Contact your Ford Field Service Engineer or your Rotunda Area Sales Manager
T: 800-ROTUNDA  www.GiveRotunda.com
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